ELEVATE

The experience for your clients, by using some award winning
products from these world class manufacturers in your next project!

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
thebigcorp.com
|
info@thebigcorp.com
|

Think BIG!

BIG Clients:

The BIG Corp is very proud to work with the finest and most respected brands in the consumer electronics industry.
The following is a partial list of some of the clients we have the pleasure of working with at The BIG Corp:
Savant 								

Founded in 2006, Savant was first to market to embrace mobile technology in home automation. Savant control systems offer unparalleled experience of controlling
lighting, climate, entertainment and security from a single intuitive app. The inventive, easy-to-use and future-friendly products create a unique user experience
that customers will enjoy for years and beyond. www.savant.com

Russound 								

Since 1967, innovation, quality and reliability have been the pillars of Russound’s product tradition of offering products and expertise customers need to enjoy
multiroom audio and video systems in the home. With almost 50 years’ experience, Russound continues to cater to installation professionals and their customers
by pairing powerful systems with intuitive controls to give customers high-performance, easy-to-use solutions. www.russound.com

NEAR							

Nothing comes closer! Rugged durability meets high fidelity. NEAR has been perfecting premium outdoor speakers for over 25 years. Superior materials and technologies ensure consistent high performance and reliability even under the most extreme conditions. “Our speakers’ sound quality rivals that of the finest indoor
audiophile grade audio systems”. NEAR offers a wide variety of bracket-mount, on-ground and in-ground loudspeakers and subwoofers. www.nearspeakers.com

Artison								

Since 2003, Artison has set the standard in innovative solutions for today’s lifestyle integrated home entertainment systems. The company’s elegant home audio
solutions are a favorite among music and movie lovers, not to mention the custom integration specialists who install their equipment. Thanks to the development
of unique technological advancements and careful attention to the delicate balance of audio performance and integrated aesthetics. www.artisonusa.com

Nexus21								

Nexus 21 is the leading provider of systems that put technology in motion. From television pop-up and drop-down lifts, to projector and storage concealment
mechanisms, to moving wall mounts, we break down the barriers of conventional design and room orientation with covert integrations for any space.
www.nexus21.com

Rayva								

Acoustic panels and rooms for home theaters and wellness studios. Rayva is the world’s first provider of complete, turnkey, engineered, home theaters of
exceptional quality and performance. Limited-edition designs by world-renowned artists curated by Theo Kalomirakis are unique to Rayva. These designs,
engineering, and acoustics make Rayva home theaters easy for integrators and home technology professionals to sell and install. www.rayva.com

Klein Tools								

Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated company, has been designing, developing and manufacturing premium-quality, professional-grade hand
tools. The majority of Klein tools are manufactured in plants throughout the United States and are the numberone choice among professional electricians and
other tradespeople. www.kleintools.com

